Quantitative analysis of intramembranous particles in rapidly frozen 10T1/2 cell monolayers.
A simple method for ultrarapid freezing of cell cultures in monolayers was developed. Unfixed and unglycerinated cells were grown on glass substrates. No special treatments of the glass or cells were necessary to facilitate freeze-fracture along the upper plasma membranes. A reliable nonbiased method was developed to detect intramembranous particles (IMP) from the background by totally automatic means using the Cambridge Instruments Quantimet 920 Image Analysis system. Size and density data of IMP from a large number of electron micrographs can be rapidly and objectively quantitated. The automatic determination of locational coordinates for each IMP enables subtle determination of spatial distributional differences by the nearest neighbour function and the differential density distribution function, which are measurements of randomness. Quantitative analysis of the IMP distribution on the fracture face of C3H/10T1/2 mouse embryo fibroblasts upon various drug treatments was demonstrated.